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Introduction 
The Struggle for Human Rights in Africa 

Paul Tiyambe Zeleza 

Africa's Political Transitions 

AE. several chapters in this book note, the changes in human rights cultures 
and regimes in Mrica in the 19905 were facilitated by the astounding politi
cal transformations that took place. l This was a period of bewildering 
extremes, which saw the rise of mass movement'> and mass revolts driven by 
democratic and d.evelopmentalist ideals, as well as mass murdcr and mass 
poverty perpetrated by desperate regimes and discredited global agencies. 
The pace or" change was so rapid, the cast of players and stakeholders so 
numerous that it is difficult to tell a coherent story, certainly not a single 
or simple story beloved by those who see Mrica as one, either because they 
have no time for understanding its astonishing diversities or they wish to 
impose an emancipatory Pan-African solidarity. Yet the imagination seeks 
a narrative structure, the mind an explanatory framework that makes sense 
of Mrica's encounter with this most tumultuous of decades, with its tri
umphs and tragedies, its accomplishments and failures, its passionate pro
nouncements and painful reversals, it'i uneven deveJopmcnt'i and complex 
demands. "What are some of the common expericnce.'i and expectations 
that unite this decade as a historical moment for African peoples in all 
their splendid diversities? 

At the beginning of 1990, all but five of Africa's 54 countries were dicta
torships, either civilian or military. Level.'i of political competition and 
political participation were low, so that the citizenry exercised little choice 
in selecting their leaders and determining public policy, and lcadership 
turnover was negligible. Before 1990 no African leader had left office 
through electoral defeat, those that did leave were mostly ousted in coups, 
while three-Senghor of Senegal, Ahidjo of Cameroon, and Nyerere of 
Tanzania-left voluntarily, although Ahi~jo tried to shoot his way back to 
power a couple of years later. By 2000 the vast majority or Arrican countries 
had introduced political reforms (\nd werc at variolls st(\ge.'i of" democratic 



Chapter 1 
Restraining Universalism: Africanist 
Perspectives on Cultural Relativism in the 
Human Rights Discourse 

Bonny Ibhawoh 

Let me begin with an anecdote that underscores the salience of the theme 
of this chapter. The story is told of a British anthropologist who, in pursuit 
of his grand career aspirations, decided to travel deep into the most 
obscure fringes of Africa for his research on a "primitive tribe." This 
"primitive tribe" of Africa, he had been told, was so remote and distant 
that it had made no prior contact with civilization. So, armed with his safari 
outfit, camping boots, and research tools, he sets out for this exotic part of 
Africa, through vast virgin jungles and isolated deserts. Finally, he arrives 
at this most isolated and obscure African village, tired and exhausted, but 
glad that he has at last fulfilled his lifelong ambition of discovering another 
"lost tribe" of Mrica. He is still wondering how these "primitive, stone-age 
tribesmen" will react to their first contact with civilization when a scantily 
clad lad walks up to him and says in impeccable English, "Sir, you look very 
tired, do you want a Pepsi?" 

The moral of this anecdote cannot be lost on anyone who lives in our 
age-an age in which a broad range of trends and forces changing the face 
of the earth has made our world truly a "global village." The reality of glob
alization in toclay's world is that unprecedented dispersion of varied politi
cal. social and cultural phenomena acros.'; national boundaries have 
compressed time and space in a way that territorial distance has become of 
limited Significance. This ovenvhelming force of globalization manifest') in 
almost every facet of human endeavor: in communications through satel
lite television; in economics vvith the virtual integration of the world finan
cial system; and in consciousness, vvith people concerning themselves with 
issues like human rights and biodiversity in a way that t.ranscends spatial 
borders. Such is the reality or globalization that mll<.:h a~ enthusiastic 
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anthropologists may try-fewer "lost tribes," removed from the rest of the 
world, remain in Africa or elsewhere-remain to be discovered. 

Although globalization manifests itself in many ways, it in·vith the "glob
alization" (or to use the language of the discourse. "universalization ") of 
human rights that my chapter is concerned. On no other theme is the 
"globalization of consciousness" more obvious and contentious than on 
th{'" theme of human rights. Human rights have become a veritable battle
lic1d where the tensions and contradictions of globalization have been 
elaborately played out in the debate over whether human rights are univer
sal or whether they arc culturally relative. Indeed, the debate over the uni
versality or cultural relativity of human rights has for the most part of this 
century, dominated the global discourse of human rights. 

At the core of the debate is whether modern human rights conceptions 
arc of universal character and applicability or whether they are culturally 
rclative-that is, dependent on socia-cultural contexts and settings. Simply 
put: Arc human rights of universal viability and applicability or are they 
hcner understood and evaluated within specific social and cultural con
text .. ? \\That level of cultural specificity can be accommodated within the 
<'merging global human rights regime to accord it cultural legitimacy 
\\;th111 various societies? This debate precedes partly from the various inter
national human rights documents, particularly the United Nations instru
ments on human rights. which, in spite of the obvious Western influence 
in their formulation, declare their contents to be universal, inalienable and 
(fosHulturally valid. Also implicit in this debate is the tension between 
.. collectivist" theorists who place the community above the individual in 
their conception of human rights and the "individualist" theorists who 
place the individual above the community. 

The contending arguments in the universality versus cultural relativity 
dc-batc have been quite extensively examined elsewhere and it would serve 
little purpose to restate them in detail here. l The object here is to broadly 
rc'\;('w the discourse on the cultural relativism of human right') and the rel
cval1CC of the Africanist contribution to this discourse within the context 
of the glohalization of human rights and the quest at enhancing the cross
cultural legitimacy of the emerging universal human rights regime. This 
chaptcr seeks to outline some of the major arguments in the Africanist dis
counc on cultural relativism with reference to their relevance in under
slanciing the concept of human rights and its relationship with cultural 
OriCIlL1.tions in particular societies. and specifically, the contemporary Afri
can state. 

Rights, Dignity, or DistributiVe Justice? 

It 1S signific(l.llt that our discourse on the cultural relativity of human rights 
lW'Tin<; with ;1 rnntf''Xw;ll rkftnition of the meaning- of human rights, for 
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without a well-defined concept of human rightc;, it is indeed difficult to pro
ceed to analyze the concept. 'What precisely are human rights? Is the mean
ing. which attaches to the term, definite or can it be validly suhjected to 
varied interpretations wvithout distorting it" essence? 

Elementary as these questions may ,,,cern, they are at the core of most 
contemporary studies of human rights. Many writers have arg-ucd that 
although the broadly defined human values which underlie the concept of 
human rights may be universally shared, a distinction must be made 
between the moral standards of human dignity, which all cultures share. 
and human rights that are enforceable by individuals against the state. The 
concept of human rights, it is argued, is essentially a modern \Vestern cre
ation founded on historical developments of the Enlightenment period, 
the French and American Revolutions, and ultimately the 1948 Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. Therefore, any reference to the concept of 
human rights before 1948 would be anachronistic. 

Bassam Tibi (1990) notes for instance that many scholars tend to confuse 
"human rights" for "human dignity." He states, that if one is talking about 
the latter, there is no doubt that fully developed notions of human dignity 
exist in many traditional non-Western cultures. However, the modern con
cept of human rights stems from the contemporary articulation of legal 
entitlement, which individuals hold in relation to the state. He goes further 
to point out that the absence of the concept of human rights in certain 
cultures and contexts is not peculiar to non-Western societies. Medieval 
Europe, like traditional African or Asian societies also had no inkling of 
human rights in the modern sense. The main argument here is that the 
idea of human rights, as rooted in modern society is an entirely new con· 
cept.. distinct from previous notions of human dignity.2 

Rhoda Howard (1990a,b), in response to arguments for an African con
cept of human rights, states quite categorically that the African concept of 
human rights is actually a concept of human dignity, u1at it defines the 
inner moral nature and worth of the human person and his proper rela
tions with society. Human dignity and human rights arc therefore not 

coterminous as dignity can be protected in a society that is not based on 
rights. In her words: 

There is no specifically Mrican concept of human right. ... The argument for such a 
concept is based on a philosophical confusion of human dig-nity with human right,<;. 
and on an inadequate understanding of stnIctllr(ll organization and social change 
in African society. (1990b; 23) 

Jack Donnelly (1982) gives the debate a whole new dimension when he 
distinguishes between the concepts of distributive justice and of human 
rights. He argues that distributive justice involves giving a person that 
which he is entitled to (his right')). Unless thcse rights are those to which 
the individual is entitled simply as a human being. the rights in f}uC'slion 
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will not be human rights. In Africa for instance, rights were assigned on 
the basis of communal membership. family. status, or achievement. These 
were therefore, strictly speaking, not human rights. 

Ahhoug-h it may be useful to distinguish between the abstract ideals of 
human dignity or distributive justice and the morc precise legal principles 
ofhurnan rights, we must not overlook the close connection between these 
5('tS of concepts and the \\lays they reinforce each other. Indeed, we may 
arp;l1c that the whole debate over the distinction bervveen human rights, 
human dignity, and distributive justice arises from a failure to appreciate 
and put in historical context the evolution of the idea of human rights. 
There has been a tendency by some scholars to conceptualize human rights 
within the narrow sense of modern legal language, the emphasis being on 
the strict legal definition of the term rather than the idea that underlies it. 
This approach is problematic because it tends to emphasize change while 
ignoring underlying continuities. A more historical approach to the study 
of the evolution of the contemporary concept of human rights will find no 
difficulty in drawing the link between traditional notions of human dignity 
or distributive justice and the modern idea of human rights which are, in 
fact, merely contextual reinterpretations of the age-long notions of defin
ing human worth and value. The object is to understand and appreciate 
the distinct historical contexts in which this idea has manifested. 

Seen from this perspective, it becomes difficult to accept the view that 
the concept of human rights is a notion created only three centuries ago by 
philosophers in Europe and given a stamp of universal legitimacy in 1948. 
Rather, it becomes apparent that what was unique about the Enlighten
ment and the writings of the French and American Revolutions (now often 
identified as the origins of human rights) was not the idea of human rights 
itself but the discussion of human rights in the context of a formally articu
lated philosophical system. 

The argument that human rights are enforceable whereas the entitle
ment.;; that derive from principles of human dignity are not also fails to 
recognize the need to place in social and historical contexts, the idea and 
meaning of rights. In traditional Mrican societies for example, there were 
no dear cut distinctions between religious values, moral precepts, and 
laws-and so the question oflegal entitlement distinct from moral and reli
gious considerations could not have arisen. These were all interrelated 
part.;; of a more or less homogenous cosmology. However, such traditional 
societie~ had their own legal institutions and law enforcement procedures. 
which, though different from those of present day states, were nonetheless 
effective ",';thin their social and political contexts. Thus, the rights and obli
gations which derived from such religious, moral and cultural values associ
atto with human dignity in traditional society, (which were enforced for 
th{' hendit ofhoth th{' community and the individual), can validly be con
c::idf'r('<\ lh(' (ontexmal cC"jnivalent" of the modern concept of legal rights. 
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This can provide a basis for the cross-cultural understanding of the contem~ 
porary meaning of human rights. 

Human Rights and Cultural Relativity 

The philosophy of cultural relativism is neither new nor peculiar to human 
rights discourse. VVhile several philosophers have argued the "ethical rcla~ 
tivity" of human nature, social anthropologists for the most part of this cen
tury have been preoccupied with the discourse on the cultural rdati,;ty of 
social values, precepts, and norms. ~ 

Even the term "cultural relativism" has lately become controversial. 
Many of those who advocate more cross-cultural expression in the under~ 
standing and practice of human rights see themselves more as "cultural 
pluralists" rather than "cultural relativists." The latter tefm is seen as a 
form of typecasting or "human rights name calling" that has had the effect 
of stigmatizing those who challenge the universalizing trend of the human 
rights corpus (Mutua 2002). "Cultural relativism" is employed here withM 

out such biases. It is simply descriptive of the Wide-ranging positions of 
those who critique the human rights corpus for what they consider its cul
tural exclusivity, In general, the doctrine of cultural relativity holds that 
moral codes and social institutions reflect a vast scope of cultural variability 
and that such variations should be exempt from the criticism of outsiders. 
The doctrine is founded on the notion of communal autonomy and sclf
determination, which holds that there is infinite cultural variability in 
human society and no absolutes. In specific relation to human right.;;, the 
doctrine of cultural relativism holds that different societies within different 
social and historical contexts have evolved unique attitudes to the concept 
of human worth, human dignity or human fights (Donnelly 1984). 

Claims of cultural relativism however, show a great diversity in meaning 
and substance. Therefore, any evaluation of such claims must be sensitive 
to this diversity. In general, proponents of the cultural relativity of human 
rights argue that human rights as conceived in the West are not necessarily 
applicable to Third World and non-Western societies because their philo
sophical basis is not only different but indeed opposite. vVhcrcas \Vestcrn 
conceptions are based on the notion of the autonomous individual, many 
non-Western conceptions do not know such individualism (Shi\ji 1989: 
16). It has been frequently stated by cultural relativists, that the classical 
Western liberal notions of human rights etnpha.oiize the primacy of individ
ual pOlitical civil rights while most non-vVestcrn, Third world traditions 
place greater emphasis on the community hasis of human rights and 
duties, on economic and social rights and on the relative character of 
human rights. Marxist/socialist ideas on the other h,md, highlight ('(0-

nomic and social right..;; and dntic:;; that arc grollnded on collenivi,o:;t princi
ples. The cultural diversity rdkC!ed in these nllcgorics has provcd" \·('xing 
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is..'me for those approaching the study of human rights from a global com
parative perspective.o\ 

In his discourse on the "non-Western viewpoint of human rights," Pra
ka~h Sinha argues that the current formulation of human rights contains 
rhrc(" elements, which reflect Western values and makes it ill suited to some 
non-\Vc5{ern ~ocieties. First, the fundamental unit of the society is con
cdvcd as the individual. not the family. Second, the primary basis for secur
ing human existence in society is through rights, not duties. Third, the 
primary method of securing rights is through legalism where rights are 
claimed and adjudicated upon, not through reconciliation. repentance or 
education (Sinha 1981:77). 

The universalism-cultural relativism debate raises a lot of theoretical 
questions, which have been approached by different scholars from various 
hi.,torical and legal perspectives. Lone Lindholt (1997: 26) has categorized 
the discourse on the universality or cultural relativity of human rights 
under various schools according to geographical and cultural boundaries. 
She contends that the tendency toward the more radical theory of univer
salism can be found among the Americans. Rhoda Howard (1990b: 12) 
whom she identifies as a representative of the American school, claims with 
particular reference to the African context, that human rights ought to be 
universal although she also admits that seen in an empirical perspective, 
"cultural variations do indeed affect people's perception of human 
rights." James Nickel (1987: 44-45), in his theoretical study of the concept 
of human rights. similarly concludes that the claims of universality and 
inalienability of human rights are plausible for some specific rights but that 
strong claims of universality and inalienability were not valid for many 
other righ15. 

Many who oppose arguments for the cultural relativism of human rights, 
fcar that a relativist position condones or even approves of customs such as 
female genital mutilation. the subordination of women and minority 
groups. arbitrary killings, tOrture and trials by ordeal. It is also feared that 
recognizing the legitimacy of the cultural relativity of human rights will 
undermine the entire universal human rights movement. These fears have 
largely informed the tension between the docttine of cultural relativity and 
international human rights. Against this background, Donnelly has catego
rized the doctrine of cultural relativism into stron.g cultural relativism an.d 
fIIf'ak rultuml rt'latiltism. 

Strong cultural relativism holds that culture is the principal source of the 
validity of a moral code or rule. In other words, the presumption is that 
rights and other social practices. values, and norms are culturally deter
mined, hut the universality of human nature and righ15 serves as a check 
on thc potcntial excesses of relativism. Weak cultural relativism on the 
othC"r hand. holrls that human rights are prima tacit! universal, but recog
ni7c" cultllre ;1.'> an important source of exceptions in the interpretation of 
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human rights. s Donnelly's conclusion is that, rather than a wholly universal 
approach. human rights discourse should apply what he terms "weak cul~ 
tural relativism," where culture is an imponan t consideration without leav
ing out completely the aspect of universality (Donnell), 1989). 

In the same vein, Albert Tevoedjre (1986) declare.~ that there are certain 
universally acceptable norms for the protection of people's rig-hts ~Jld that 
these universal norms form a fundamental core of human rig-ht<;. On their 
part, Lars Rehof and Tyge Trier (J 990: 52) argue tbat empirically, tbere 
exists a core of universally applicable basic principlc~, which g()Vern the 
relationship between the state and i15 citizens. To that extent, we can talk 
about some basic universal standards of human rights. At the same time 
however, they recognize that different human rights are considered impor
tant and fundamental at different point<; in time and undcr different cir
cumstances. 

As may be expected, the debate on the universality of human rights prin
ciples has, more often than not, centered on the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights (UDHR) and its subsequent convention.~. While the ideo
logical presumption of the universality of human right'> principlc~ may be 
the subject of contention, there seems to be more agrecmen t on the point 
that certain human rights concepts have assumed universal validity with the 
introduction of the UDHR in 1948. However, even this assumption has its 
critics, perhaps the most famous o[v ... ·hich is the American f\.nthropological 
Association (1947: 539) which in its oft quoted reaction to the draft pro
posal for the Universal Declaration of Human Rights ill 1947 held that: 

Standards and values are relative to the culture from which they derive ... llull 
what is held to be a human right in one SOCiety may be regarded as antisocial by 
another people .... If the [universal] Declaration must he of world wide applica.bil
ity, it must embrace and recognize the validity of many diflerent ways of life .... 
The rights of man in the T'wentieth Century rmmol /)r rirmmsr:ribrd fl)' thr slalldrm/ ~r 
an)' single culture, ()1' be dictated U)' the (ls/Jirfltiol1,'j nf nu,)' single /)('n/)/I'. (my emphasis) 

Several scholars have since echoed tllis pilsiti(lll. J\llt()lli() (;ass<lsc (I ~)D(l). 
in his incisive theoretical discourse on the universality of human rights in 
relation to the UDHR, argues that the Universal Declaration and the two 
international covenant~ do establi~h human rights rules in universal scope 
but that since human rights Clre both concciv('c1 alld ohsCfwd difi('H'llt!y, 
"universality is, at least [or the present, a myth." 

What is evident from the trend of the di.'>collr.'>e on the universality and 
cultural relativity of human rights is that it reflect~ a great diversity of the 
views of contributors. The debate span.5 froIU arguments {()r an ideal, if not 
utopian notion of absolute universalislll, to ;l1-gII01Ctlts for a purC'!y re\atiyi.<;t 
view. Most writers have found it morC' u~('fllJ to adopt a middle course 
approach. On the one hand, it i.~ rcco~l1iz('d thalllllivcnmlity ('xi.'>ts to ~om(' 
extent, at least in relation to sOll1e basic In11l1<l1l rights COI1(TIH.~ and prillci-
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pies. particularly those that border on the sanctity of human life and dig
nity. On the other hand, it is also accepted that some space must be left 
open to anow for cultural variations and adaptations of human rights 
norms. In effect, the legitimacy of the different human rights and the prior
ities claimed among them is necessarily a function of context. 

This indeed appears the most reasonable option. To enhance its legiti
macy. the emerging universal human rights regime must draw upon the 
cultural peculiarities of each society. In one culture, the individual may be 
venerated as the primary bearer of rights, while in another, individual 
right.<:; may be harmonized with those of the community. Yet, underlying 
these two conceptions must be recognition of the intrinsic value of the 
human being within the society. Thus, because different people in differ
ent parts of the world both assert and honor different human rights 
demands, the question of the nature of human rights, must to some extent, 
ultimately depend on the time, place, institutional setting and the other 
peculiar circumstances of each society. 

"African Values" and the Cultural Relativism of 
Human Rights 
The developing world has set its imprint on human rights thought in the 
1990s, both by making human rights more socially oriented and also by 
questioning the focus on the individual that has characterized the human 
rights discourse in the West. The arguments for the cultural relativity of 
"Asian yall.les" and lately "African values," in the conception and interpre
tation of human rights have been central to this trend. The discourse on 
the cultural relativity of human rights from the Africanist perspective has 
attracted considerable attention although there remain differences in 
opinion on the articulation of the Africanist position in relation to the con

temporary human rights corpus. 
Issa Shhji (1989), in one of the earlier Africanist contributions, argued 

that one can hardly talk of an African philosophy of human rights because 
there is very little written by Africans and Africanist scholars on the concep
tual and philosophical foundations of human rights in Africa. "What exists 
is simply an African cthno-philosophy of human rights. In his view, the phil
osophical discussions, which may have certain relevance to Africa, are 
lar~c1y Western and its Marxist critiques. Josiah Cobbah (1987: 309-10) 
expresses the same view when he argues that, despite the increase in the 
discussion of human rights in Africa, very little exists in the form of litera
ture' that approaches the idea of human rights from an African perspective. 
1 k insists that what most Africans have written on the subject tends to be 
an attC'mpt either to show that the Western concept of human rights exists 
in African C\llulrC's or to refle'ct \Vcstern-stylc condemnation of the abuse 
of lI11m;m righl<:; in Africa. 
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It is significant to point out, however, that this position has changed 
since Shhji wrote in 1989 and Cobbah in 1987. Quite a number nfworks 
have recently been done by Africans and Arricanists on the philo,':;ophy of 
human rights in Africa (An Na'im and Deng I ~)90; Abayomi 1993; Mutua 
1995). Besides, even the s(xalkd discourse on "Afric:"an ethnophilo."ophy 
of human rights" has over the years provided a fitting ha."ls for the articula
tion of what can appropriately be descrihed as an African philosophy of 
human rights. Indeed, several scholars have advanced, from a range o[ 
interdisciplinary perspectives, the arguments for a distinctive Africanist 
perspective to the discourse on the cultural relativity of human rights. 

The central themes in these arguments have dwelt on the philosophical 
foundations of the African concept of human rights and how this concept 
contrasts with the western notions and institutions, which were sub.c;e
quently extended to the continent in the colonial era. To understand the 
Africanist discourse on the cultural relativity of human rights in Africa, 
however, it is necessary to draw attention once again, to t.he argument by 
some writers that the contemporary concept of human right" is a modern 
development which has its rootfi in the universal declaration of human 
rights and was thus alien to traditional societies in Africa or elsewhere.1i 
Some of these writers have suggested that the concept of human rights a." 
legal entitlement, which individuals hold in relation to the state, simply did 
not exist in traditional Mrican societies. As indicated earlier, they argue 
that what is usually put forward as human rightc; concepts in traditional 
Africa is nothing more than the notion of human dignity and worth which 
exist in all preindustrial societies. 

It is argued that all human societies including those in Africa have gone 
through a stage when, because of the low level of productive forces, collec
tive ownership ofthe means of production and the communal organization 
of society were necessary for subsistence (Eze 1993: 82). This "communal" 
social structure naturally allowed for the development. of humanistic ideals 
that did not necessarily equate with the modern conception of human 
rights. Any argument for a traditional pre-colollial concept ofhurnan rights 
is therefore only a question of confusing "human dignity" with "human 
rights." Even at that, it has been further suggested that, to the extent that 
modernization or Westernization has reached into, and transformed tradi
tional communities in Africa, traditional approaches to guaranteeing 
human dignity for all their worth would seem object.ively inappropriate [or 
the modern African nation state. To continue to base human rights policy 
on the "communal" model of traditional Africa w()lJld be to ignore the 
changes that have occurred and are occurring in the way Africans live. 

Another variant o[this school of thought is the argument that traditional 
Africal as indeed most premodern agrarian socictic.", did not evolve' percep
tions of human right~ because these societies did not recognize the COI1-

cept of a "human being" as a dcscriptiv(' c\1q~{)ry 10 which ."nmC' 
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inalienable rights were attached. Instead, persons were defined by social 
status or group membership. ThtIs, traditional societies generally did not 
recognize rights held simply because one is a human being (Donnelly 
1982). The kind of social relationship between the state and the individual 
on which the concept of human rights is based was therefore never created 
within the context of such traditional societies (Mutua 1995). Human 
rights. were thus alien to traditional African societies (as they were to feu
clal Europe), until \rVestern modernizing incursions dislocated community 
and denied newly isolated individuals access to the customary \\lays of pro
tecting their lives and human dignity.7 Indeed, human rights as defined by 
many liberal scholars, arc understood as individual claims against the state 
as founded in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and in this sense 
there is only one conception of human rights and that is Western (Shhji 
1989: 16). 

In contrast to these positions, several Mrican and Third World writers 
ha\'e argued that the philosophy and conceptions of human rights are nei
ther exclusive to Western liberal traditions nor relevant only with reference 
to post-1948 developments. They reject the notion that the concept of 
human rights, having been originated, developed and refined in the West 
was thereafter "transplanted" to Africa and the rest of the world. This view 
has been variously described as paternalistic, inherently ahistorical and 
philosophically bankrupt. 

Asante, for instance, rejects the notion that human rights concepts are 
peculiarly or even essentially bourgeoisie or Western, and without rele
vance to African and other non-Western traditions. Such a notion confuses 
the articulation of the theoretical foundations of Western concepts of 
hUman rights. with the ultimate objective of any philosophy of human 
rights, which is simply, the assertion and protection of human dignity on 
the basis of the intrinsic worth of the individual. This philosophy is an eter
nal and universal phenomenon that is applicable to western traditions as it 
is to African and other non-western traditions (Hannum: 1979). 

Mahmood Mamdani (1990) and Paulin Hountondji (1988) both share 
this view. Mamdani argues generally that wherever oppression occurs-and 
no continent has had a monopoly over this phenomenon in history-there 
necessarily comes into being, a conception of rights. This is why, in his view, 
it is difficult to accept that the concept of human rights is a theoretical 
notion creatcd only three centuries ago by philosophers in Europe. What 
\'la5 unique about the Enlightenment and the writings of the French and 
American Revolutions, (to which the origin of the contemporary concept 
of human rights is often ascribed), was the discussion of human rights in 
the context of a formally articulated philosophical system. As Hountondji 
puts it. \Vestern philosophers: 

pnHlu("c(\ not the thinJ?; but discours(' ahout the thing. not the idea of natural law 
"1" 11\1111:111 rli\!ll;l\' hHI Ih(' \\'()rk of ('xpression concerning the idea. the project of its 

"'" 
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formulation. explanation and analysis ... in short, a draft of the philosophy of 
human rights. (quoted in Mamdani 1990: 60) 

The Mricanist approach to the discourse on the cultural relativism of 
human rights can therefore be broadly divided into two schools. The first 
of these is the less radical approach, which is ideologically closer to the 
dominant universalist schools of the West. Proponents of thi.<; school. while 
arguing the validity of a uniquely African concept of human right<;, al.<;o 
recognize the universality of a basic core of human rights. Kofi Quashigah 
(1991) for instance, concludes that human rights concepts, which arC' 
rooted in certain social facts that are peculiar to particular societies, cannot 
be expected to be universal. At the same tim.e, he acknowledges that cer
tain basic needs are indisputably universally ascribable to persons of every 
historical, geographical, and cultural background. 

The second school is in more radical opposition to the universalist 
approach. It seeks to fundamentally challenge the Western-oriented state
individual perspective that otherwise dominates human rights discourse. 
The main argument here is rooted in a belief that the philosophical basis 
and worldviews of Western European and Mrican societies are fundamen
tally different, that collectivist rather than individualistic conceptions of 
rights and duties predominate in Africa. Yougindra Khac;ualani (1983) and 
Makau Mutua (1995) are some of the writers in tbis category. The modern 
conception of human rights, they contend, contains three elements that 
are Westem-oriented and makes it inappropriatc to the African and other 
non-Western contexts. One, the fundamental tmit of the society is the indi
vidual, not the family or community. Two, the primary hasis of securing 
human existence in society is through rights, not duties. Three, the pri
mary method of securing these rights is through a proces.<; of legalism 
where rights are claimed as inalienable entitlements and adjudicated upon, 
not reconciliation, repentance and education. 

Against this background, Keba MBayc (1987:651) points out that tradi
tional or precolonial Africa knew of human rights adapted to the political 
and social situations existing in that epoch. These rightc; as recognized and 
protected, must be looked at within the context ofsocictie.s that were atom
ized and hierarchical by a caste .system and at the same time unified by 
mythological beliefs. Within these societies, the ohject of law w(\s to main
tain society in the state in which the ancestors had handed it rlown. The 
concept of human rights within such social context was thus necessarily 
communal and humanist, fostering mutual respect and a recog-nition of 
the rights and liberties of each individual within the wider context of the 
community. 

Makau Mutua's (1995) position is a similar one. He arg-ucs that an exami
nation of the norms governing the legal, political, and social structures in 
precolonial African societies, ckmons!ra!('s (\1<11 tile concept or rig-ht.<; 
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infonned the notion of justice, which, though community centered, also 
supported a measure of individualism. 1I He argues further that in tradi~ 
tiona} Africa, the concept of rights was founded not on the individual but 
on the community. to which the individual related on the basis of obliga
tions and duties. Rights in this context included but were not limited to 
the right to political representation, which was often guaranteed by the 
family. age groups and the clan. Rather, the society developed certain cen
tral social features that tended to foster the promotion of both individual 
and collective right..<;. These included deference to age, commitment to the 
family and the community, and solidarity with other members of the com
munity. The dominant social orientations toward rights emphasized the 
j;;roupness. sameness, and commonality, as well as a sense of cooperation, 
interdependence, and collective responsibility. 

These ideals served to strengthen community ties and social cohesive
negs, engendering a shared fate and a common destiny. In these circum
stances, the concept of human rights did not stand in isolation. It went with 
duties. For every right to which a member of society was entitled, there was 
a corresponding communal duty. Expressed differently, the right of a kin
ship member was the duty of the other and the duty of the other kinship 
member was the right of another (Cobbah 1987: 321). Although certain 
rights attached to the individual by virtue of birth and membership of the 
community, there were also corresponding communal duties and obliga
tions. This matrix of entitlement and obligations. which fostered commu
nal solidarity and sustained the kinship system, was the basis of the African 
conception ofhurnan rights.9 

It has been pointed out that the philosophy behind this concept of rights 
and duties is based on the presumption that the full development of the 
individual is only possible where individuals care about how their action 
would affect others. Thus, in contrast Wit11 the Western conception of 
rights, which conceives rights in terms of abstract individualism without 
corresponding duties, In the dominant African conception of human rights 
combines a system of rights and obligations, which gives the community 
cohesion and viability. This conception-that of the individual as a moral 
h{'ing endowed with rights but also bounded by duties actively uniting his 
needs with the needs of others--was the quintessence of the formulation 
of righl<; in precolonial African societies and can provide a fitting basis for 
the constnlction of national human rights regimes in contemporary Afri
can states. ll 

These arguments for a peculiarly communal African concept of human 
rig:hts. however, are confronted with their own theoretical and empirical 
limitations particularly in their relevance to the contemporary African soci
eties. Rather than the persistence of traditional cultural values in the face 
of modern incursions, the reality in contemporary Africa-as it is in the 
1"('<:.1 o{" the (lew'loping world-is a situation of disruptive and incomplete 
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westernization, "cultural confusion," or even the enthusiastic embrace of 
"modern" practices and values. In other words, the ideals of traditional 
culture and its community-centered values, advanced to justify argument.<; 
for the cultural relativism of human right'; in the African context, far too 
often, no longer exists. 

Although scholars have been at the forefront of exploring the cultural 
relativism of human rights in the African context, the assertion of "African 
values" gains prominence when it is articulated in the political rhetoric of 
African leaders and elites. It has been suggested that in asserting these \'al~ 
ues, leaders from the continent find that they have a convenient tool to 
silence internal criticism and to fan anti~Western nationalist sentiments.ll! 
Some writers have even suggested that the picwre of an idyllic traditional 
communitarian society, has been presented by African rulers and elite 
"from Kaunda to Nyerere" only to hide and rationalize their own unbri
dled violations of human right<;. In the scathing words of Rhoda Howard 
(1990b: 25; see also Howard 1984a,b): 

Some Mrican intellectuals persist in presenting the communal model of social 
organization in Africa as ifit were fact, and in maintaining that the group oriented. 
consensual, and re-distributive value system is the only value system and hence it 
ought to be the basis of a uniquely AfJ-ican model of human rights. These idcologi
cal denials of economic and political inequalities assist members of the African rul
ing class to stay in power. 

In similar vein, Donnelly has pointed out that arguments for the cultural 
relativism of human rights within the African context are far too often 
made by urban economic and political clites who have long left traditional 
culture behind. Their appeal to cultural practices is often a mere cloak for 
self-interest and arbitrary rule. In traditional cultures, communal Customs 
and practices usually provided each person with a place in society and a 
certain amount of dignity and protection. Rulers on the continent have 
largely undennined this traditional protection such that the human rights 
violations of most African regimes arc as antithetical to the cult.ural lradi~ 
tions that they idealize, as they are to the "\Vcstcrn" human rights concep
tions that they despise. Donnelly (1984: 400) therefore cautions that 

We must be alert to a cynical manipulation of a dying, lost or ('ven mythical cultural 
past. We must not be misled by complaints of the inappropriat('ne.~.<; of "western" 
human rights made by repressive regimes who!>c practices have at best only the 
most tenuous connection to the indigenous culture; communitarian rhetoric too 
often cloaks the depredations of corrupt and oftell wcsterni7.ed elite. In p<l.rticular, 
we must be wary of self-interested denunciations of the excessive indi\idualism of 
"western" human rights.l~ 

Howard and Donnelly are clearly, and perhaps quite .iustif1ahly suspi
cious of the political elite of African cOllntri('.<; who lise the constant r('fcr~ 
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cnces to communal society and the primacy of socioeconomic well-being 
over civil and political rights. to mask systematic violations of human rights 
in the interests of the ruling elite. 

In sum. we can identify three levels of arguments in the Africanist dis
{'(}urse on the cultural relativity of human rights. At the first level is the 
ocbatc as to whether or not the roots and foundations of human rights 
conceptions are also to be found in the African historical experience. On 
this. it is difficult to escape the conclusion that the extreme Africanist argu
ment for a distinctively communitarian African concept of human right..<; 
which stands in contrast with the concepts and traditions of the West or the 
rest of the world, has its limitations. If anything. the notion of the absolute 
cultural relativism of human rights comes through as a misunderstanding 
inspired by cultural nationalism. What its proponents see as radically dis
tinctive commnnitarian African traditions and conceptions also clearly pos
scss ideals that arc universal. Much of the humanistic and communitarian 
valne" that have been exclusively ascribed to African societies also generally 
apply to most preindustrial societies in Europe or Asia. 14 

On the other hand, it is difficult to accept the equally extremist critique 
of some vVestern liberal writers of the Africanist cultural relativism, to the 
effect that human rights are inherently universal concepts which have 
found expression only in the post-feudal state (in the case of Mrica, the 
post-colonial state), or that the concept of human rights was alien to spe
cific precapitalist traditions in precolonial Africa. This monolithic interpre
tation of human rights is unacceptable. While there may be a core of 
universal values, which reflect inherent human worth in various societies, 
the broad expression of these values must necessarily vary, not only in 
accordance with historical circumstances, but also from one social context 
to another. The central difference may lie in the question: "'What is the 
basic unit of society?" Westerners would answer that it is the individual 
while the African may answer that it is the extended family (Cobbah, 
1987:319). 

Human rights are the heritage of all mankind and the concept of human 
righe, has been developed. struggled for, and won by different people in 
diITcrcnt historical, political. social, and cultural contcxt<;. These struggles 
and victories should combine to give our contemporary understanding of 
human rights its esscnce and universal validity. There is hardly any basis 
for the rather sV/ceping assertion that traditional Mrica or indeed any "pre
modern" socicry for that matter has made no normative contribution to 
contemporary Human Rights corpus. Indeed, as Minasse Haile (I984: 575) 
has argucd: 

Th(' f;'\(1 that human right!; have been pan of western philo~ophic tradition from 
c;trlv tilll(,,<:' do(' . .; 110t imply th,lt tlntl-wc,.;\C'rn .<;ocictics havc no equivalent conception 
"rJ,'lm·'n ri!!hl<:'. \\"rin('ll tff';11i.<:.('.<:. on nahlmllaw or natural right<; were no prerequi~ 
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sites to conception about or commitment to human fights [elsewhere in the 
world]. 

The "African Cultural Fingerprint" 

The second level of the Mricanist discourse on the cultural rcl;uivi.<:;1Il of 
human rights relates to the questions that have been raised over the validity 
and applicability to the African context, of modern human rig-hts concep
tions. as developed and interpreted in the West. In other words, ('ven 
though the modern thrust and substance of human rights may have their 
philosophical roots in Western societies, are they definitely applicable to 
contemporary African states and societies? 

Several Western liberal scholars contend that since all African countries 
have been or are modernizing on a western model which gives priority to 
the individual, the only conception of human rights which exi.<:;L<; (i.e" the 
Western one) is of equal application to African societies whatever their hi,<;
torical antecedents or cultural circumstances may bc, Some Africanists and 
proponents of cultural relativism have tended to agree with this. Edward 
Kannyo (1980), for instance, contends that to the cxtent that the \Vestcrn 
model of the state has spread to other parts of the world, the factors which 
give rise to the need for constitutional guarantees and led to the evolution 
of the philosophy of human rights in the Volest have become equally rele
vant in other parts of the world. 

Some Africanists, however, insist that in order to make it relevant to the 
circumstances in the continent, the content of universal human lights has 
to be tempered by specific African cultural experiences, Essentially. this 
means that the content of human rights has to bear what Mutua (1995) has 
described as the "African cultural fingerprint" which emphasizes the 
group, duties, social cohesion and communal solidarity a<; opposed to rigid 
individualism. This appears an eminently reasonable and practical 
approach to the issue for, indeed, one of the inadequacies o[vVcstern con
cepts and institutions uncritically adopted hy most Afrir:1I1 ,<;!at('s ,\I dawn 
of independence was that they borrowed little or nothing froIll the existing 
traditional norms and values. For this reason, some of these coionial-cngi
neered concepts and institutions have continued to hcar little or no rdc-
vance to the distinctive needs of the postcolonial A['ricm state. This 
situation calls for a regime o[human right.<; founded on the basic univcrs"I 
human rights standards but enriched hr the African cultural experience. 

It needs to be emphasized, howevcr, thm thcre (\TC sllbstantin' human 
rights limitations even in well-cstablished cultural practices. Cultural prac
tices which were acceptable in times past under <IifTerelll .<;()('ial <lJl(lllistori
cal contexts cannot always he expected to conform with c,<;tabli.<:;\H'd 
modem human rights orientation,'). For cx(t11lpic, whik slavery (Inc! trials hy 
ordeal have been customary in many societies ill Afrka ;\s ill othel" P<"Il"ts of 
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the world. today these are cultural practices that cannot be justified on any 
grounds. The same applies to the practices of discrimination on the basis 
of sC'x. social status, caste or ethnic group. which were widely practiced. but 
are indefensible today. Yet, cultural relativism is a fact of human rights dis
nnlr!'c and the peculiarities in cultural and ethical orientations invariably 
influence people's conception of rights and duties. For this reason, cultural 
differences may justify some deviations from universal human rights stan
dards. However, cultural relativism must function as an expression and 
guarantee of local self-determination rather than as an excuse for arbitrary 
rule and despotism. Cultural derogation from universal human rights stan
dards15 must be founded on authentic cultural basis with adequate alterna
tive constitutional and other legal provisions for guaranteeing basic human 
dignity where cultural orientations themselves fall short of these stan
dards. 1f> 

Reconsidering the "Full Belly Thesis" 

The third level of the argument in the Africanist discourse on the cultural 
relativism of human rights stems from the tendency of some Africanists and 
African elites to stress the priority of social and economic rights over politi
cal and civil rights. The point of emphasis here is the Africanist angle to 
this debate that seeks to justifY the curtailment of civil and political rights 
in the interest of the collective social and economic development within 
the context of the post-colonial state. Julius Nyerere, the former president 
of Tanzania puts this position across quite graphically when he asks: 

Vvhal freedom has our subsistence farmer? He scratches a bare existence from the 
~oil provided the rains do not fail; his children work at his side without schooling, 
medical care or even good feeding. Certainly he has freedom to vote and to speak 
<t." he wishes. But these freedoms are mnch less real to him than his freedom to be 
exploited. Only as his poverty is reduced, will his existing political freedom become 
propcrly mcaningful and his right to human dignity becomes a fact of human dig
nity. (quoted in Shhji 1989: 26) 

Anothcr Mrican leader expressed a similar view when he opined that, 
"one man. onc vote is meaningless unless accompanied by the principle of 
onc man, one bread." The hub of these expressed sentiments is that given 
the peculiar constraints of poverty and underdevelopment in Mrica, eco
nomic and social rights must take precedence over civil and political rights 
or the .<;L:'lte-individual perspective that otherwise dominates Western 
notions of human rights. This argument is often advanced as part of the 
larger thesis on the relativity of human rights. 

Howcvcr. -"orne \Ve.stern liberal scholars in disagreement with this posi
tion ha\'(' argued Ihat political and civil rights are of as much significance 
;t." economic and social rights. They disagree with the argument that politi-
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cal and civil rights should wait until basic needs are secured, because civil 
and political rights are needed in order to implement reasonable develop
ment policies, to secure equitable distrihution of wealth an(i promote eco
nomic growth. Civil and political rights are also needed to guarantee social 
and cultural rights and the maintenance of a stable social order necessar;.' 
for society itself to exist. Howard (1984c: 1(7) has referred to the argu
ments for the primacy of economic righrs by somc Africanist." ,lS the "full 
belly thesis." This thesis is that a marl's \)el1y must he fuJI bd()rc he can 
indulge in the "luxury" ofworrying about his political freedoms. 

The thesis is, however, in my opinion, a less than fair representation of 
the arguments of writers like Julius Nyerere. The rcfrrcnce point here is 
not so much a fllll bell), as it is an ellijAy bdl:~'. A man's belly need not he 
full for him to be concerned about his political and civillihcrtics, but it is 
important that it is not empty, either. Political and civil rights can hest he 
guaranteed in a situation ofre1ative economic and social stability \ ..... here the 
people are guaranteed a basic level of well-being. This is particularly evi· 
dent from the experiences in many post-colonial African states where the 
level of poverty is so severe and the st..1.ndard of living so low that it often 
undermines the democratic electoral process. In some African countries, 
it has become common for poverty stricken rural voters to sell their votes 
for as little as a handful of salt or rice. For this category of Africa's poorest, 
the need for immediate sunrival surpasses any other long-term political or 
civil rights considerations. 

This, however, is not to suggest that po1i.tical and civil rights are less sig~ 
nificant than economic and social rights or that economic and social rights 
parameters should solely define the human right'l aspirations of African 
states. The point being made is that the economic versus political rightc; 
debate in relation to Africa may not be quite as simplistic as Howard por
trays it in her "full belly" thesis. The post-colonial African state manifests 
certain developmental limitations and other peculiar (har{l.ctcristics that 
must be taken into account in any study that seeks broad interpretations of 
the conditions and prospects for human rig-hts ill Ihe ("Olllill{,IlL For Olle, 
it is useful to recognize that unlike in the \-\lest, the African state commands 
overwhelming power and influence which stands in rather marked distinc~ 
tion to the non-state sphere consi.'Iting of a largely undiffercntiatcd and vul
nerable peasantry. Under such circumstances, t11c'rc arc significallt 
limitations to the level of political influence which civil society can or is in 
a position to meld ffithout significant social and ec.onomic improvement. 

At some point in the discourse, the arguments for and agClinst the AIri· 
canist positions on the cultural relativism of human right.c; hecomes some· 
thing of a vicious circle, very much like the clas~ical riddle of the chicken 
and the egg-which came first? ju,<;t a<; one may ask: Political rights and 
economic rights-which come fir~t? Or: Individual rights and communal 
rights. \",7hich should take prc(ed('nce over tIl(' other? It is perhaps ill the 
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- nature of the discourse that these questions vvill never be conclusively 
answered. Yet, as indicated earlier. one approach to addressing these ques
tions would be to perceive human rights as a holistic and integrated con
cept in which civil, political, social. and economic rights constitute 
complementary aspects of the same broad concept. It is useful to realize 
that like individual and communal rights, both political rights and eco
nomic rights are interactive, interrelated and interdependent, not sequen
tied. 

An Afrocentric conception of human rights is a valid worldview. Its sig
nificance to the discourse on the cultural relativism of human rights how
evcr, demands careful consideration. Rather than being the basis for 
ahrogating or delegitimizing the emerging universal human rights regime, 
it should inform the cross-fertilization of ideas between Africa and the rest 
of the world. The present challenge for Africanist human rights scholars 
Kenerally is to articulate for the international human rights community, an 
African sense of human rights or dignity, which flows from the African per
spective, hut one that the rest of the international community can also use. 
\\Tith the sanctity ofVvestern individualist paradigms of human rights being 
incrcasingly questioned. the African sense of community obligation has 
much to offer the international discourse on human rights, particularly in 
the promotion of social and economic rights. 

Conclusion 

Cultural relativism is a fact of human rights discourse and the peculiarities 
in cultural and ethical orientations invariably influence people's concep
tion of rights and duties. To this extent, cultural differences may justify 
some de\;ations from universal human rights standards. However, cultural 
relativism must function as an expression and guarantee of local self..ct.eter
mination rathcr than as an excuse for oppression, arbitrary rule, and des
potism. 

In rcality. me construction and definition of human rights norms are 
continuous and dynamic processes. As a dynamic process, the cultures and 
tr;lditions of the world must compare notes, come to some agreement on 
what constitutes human rights. and seek how best these values can find 
some form of CToss<ultural and universal legitimacy. The arguments for 
thc cultural relativism of human rights are therefore useful to the extent 
that they call attention to the need for cross-cultural understanding and 
tolerance of differences. The great task, which confronts the international 
human right'i movement, is how to explore and build upon the age-old 
processes hy which different cultures have satisfied needs that we have 
(,orne to identify as necessary for the nurturing of human dignity and 
IHl1n;1n rights. By drawing from these varied cultural traditions, the emerg-
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ing international human rights regime may be expanded and its claim to 
universality vindicated in an increasingly pluralistic world order. 

In a final analysis, it is significant to note that the universalism versus 
cultural relativism debate over the legitimacy and priorities of human 
rights can be misleading. It is useful in so far as it calls attention to the \ ... ·ays 
in which the notions of liberty and individualism can he, and have beC'n, 
used to rationalize the abuses of capitalism. It is also useful in so far as it 
highlights how notions of equality and collectivism can be, and have been, 
used as excuses for arbitrary and authoritarian governance. Hov·:cvcr, it also 
risks obscuring the essential truths that must be taken into account if con
temporary studies of human right" arc to be objectively understood and 
applied. 

Thus, in spite of the vast theoretical and conceptual divergence on the 
theme, it is useful to realize that the ohject of human rights discourse 
should be the quest for a reasonable and balanced approach to human 
rights, which recognizes the interplay between various cultural factors in 
the construction and constitution of human rights. There remains an 
urgent need to adopt a broader view of human rights, which incorporates 
diverse concepts and moral experiences. It will he casier to find some har
mony around the globe under a particular human right" ruhric once the 
existence of human pluralism has been recognized, understood, and 
accepted. The hope is that greater cross-cultural understanding will shed 
light on a common core of universally acceptable right<; (Rcnte1n 1985: 
540). 

In dosing, I find Raimundo Pannikar's (1982: 78-79) metaphor of the 
window particularly appropriate in illustrating the point which I argue in 
this chapter: 

Human rights are one window through which one particular culture envisages a 
just human order for its individuals. But lh().~e who live in that culture do l10t sec 
the window. For this, they need the help of another cuhure. which sces !hrough 
another window. Now, I assume that the landscrtpC' seen through tile one winnow is 
both similar to and different from the vision of (he oth<:r. If this is the c;\.';c. should 
we smash the windows and make of the many port<lls a single gaping apertme
with the consequent danger of structural collapse-or should wC' enlarge the 'view
points as much as possible and, most of all, make people aware that there arc-and 
have to be a plurality of windows? 

The latter choice, it seems to me, would much hcttcr scn'c the cause of the 
global human rights movement. 


